2021 MIDDLE SCHOOL TRACK SCHEDULE

MONDAY – MARCH 8 – GIRLS DUAL/TRI MEET @ 5:30 PM
Buckley Stadium – AMMS, EHMS, PAMS
EHS – MMS, LHMS
HHHS – CPMS, UGMS, LORMS
SHS – RMS, NMS, SMS

WEDNESDAY – MARCH 10 – BOYS DUAL/TRI MEET @ 5:30 PM
Buckley Stadium – AMMS, EHMS, PAMS
EHS – MMS, LHMS
HHHS – CPMS, UGMS, LORMS
SHS – RMS, NMS, SMS

TUESDAY – MARCH 23 – GIRLS DUAL/TRI MEET @ 5:30 PM
Buckley – RMS, LHMS, PAMS
EHS – MMS, NMS, CPMS
HHHS – UGMS, EHMS
SHS – AMMS, SMS, LORMS

WEDNESDAY – MARCH 24 – BOYS TRI MEET @ 5:30 PM
Buckley – RMS, LHMS, PAMS
EHS – MMS, NMS, CPMS
HHHS – UGMS, EHMS
SHS – AMMS, SMS, LORMS

TUESDAY, APRIL 6 & WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7 - CONFERENCE MEETS @ 5:30 PM
SHS – American (meet director – PAMS)
EHS – National (meet director – NMS)
Tuesday – April 6 – Girls Field Events
    Boys Running Prelims
Wednesday – April 7 – Girls Running Prelims
    Boys Field Events